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About This Game

Welcome children, to a wonderful, magical, yet grizzly story that old Nicholas never wanted you to know.

After the story is said and done. Your own story will begin.
That's if you can survive the frosty nights that await you:

•The snowman is not so cute and friendly looking when he's hungry.
•Watch the ways into your room carefully for any unexpected 'guests'.

•Be sure to keep the door closed… although getting out of bed may be dangerous.
•There are many bangs, bumps, and distractions seen in the corner of your eye. Are they a real danger, or safe to ignore?

•Prepare yourself, you need something to see in the dark, and something more to defend yourself.
•Survive until the warm sun ruses.

Frosty Nights is a First Person / Point and Click hybrid horror game that focuses on atmosphere and suspense.
The first couple of nights are slow, but the later nights will give you little time to think of your next move.
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So i played this for 10 minutes and my conclussion is clear. Is this a typical game for a free mini game website. Does this fit on
steam? uuhm i would say no.
Lets tell where its all about; its a puzzle on time when you need to build the castle, on the way they already showed. It's on time
but also so much going on, like people who are attacking your castle and rain what blocks u to build. You need to focus on so
many things!
I dont have the feeling that i spent my money well. I payed to much if u ask me. I prefer this game on a free website and not on
steam, not even an achievment. But you can earn prices and more levels so yeah... nice try but no..

UPDATE 7 januari 2015 23:05:
For now it's too simple for a steam game, i hope they update in the future with more features so its more a complicated game
with more possibilities so it's more worth it!. Innocent Grey game? Hell yes! Add more fuel to my flaming dumpster. Always
count on Innocent Grey to deliver a polished VN.. Charming, simple, and fun. A great little game.. Startide is a strangely boring
shoot-'em-up, strongly reminiscent of the 2003 freeware title Warning Forever mechanically but much slower-paced, to its
detriment. Essentially the entire game is fighting bosses by destroying them part-by-part from the extremities inward, since only
the outermost parts on a limb take any damage, with the scaling falling off such that hitting any part other than the two
outermost is almost worthless.

So, it's all about slowly circling enemies, minimizing the amount of hits you take, and slowly wearing them down. Of course,
with a system where you both regenerate health and destroy the boss's weapons as you fight, this means that essentially all stages
get easier as they go on, which contributes to the tedious feeling. Likewise, there's not all that much difference between stages -
some will have time limits, and some will have breaks for asteroid fields (which are to your advantage, since you regenerate
health and super bar during this time), and as you go on you fight five different alien races, three of which have their own
gimmicks, two of which matter - except for stages where you are attacking supply trains, which are similar (you still destroy
armed parts coming off the train, from the outside in, then destroy the "core" that contains the supplies) but involve different
enough mechanics that they at least feel like something different.

Startide is also not free of minor issues that I felt dragged the game down. The biggest one is that I felt the 4th alien race was the
hardest to fight by far, which made the entire end of the game where you fought the 5th race feel very anticlimactic. Another is
that, instead of getting notably harder (except when you fight the 4th race) or more interesting, stages just require you to fight
more bosses in a row, which increases both the likelihood that you'll mess up and die sometime during them, and makes you
have to replay even more when you die. The least and silliest gripe is that the game gave me a giant laser cannon with only one
fight left before the rest of the game was fighting the 5th race, and due to how the mechanics interact, the giant laser cannon is
useless against the 5th and final race of aliens.

Ultimately, I don't think I was expecting tedium from a shoot-'em-up. It's a genre with quite a few bad entries, but few boring
ones, but Startide somehow managed to be. Check out Warning Forever instead, it's a significantly more fun freeware take on
many of the same ideas.

(Postscript: Startide has a workshop functionality, but I felt it was somewhat limited in terms of being able to create interesting
things due to fairly low "cost" limits, hopelessly degenerate designs like my Invincible are quite possible, and there's no real ship
design community for the game. It's at least fairly easy to use, but I didn't think it was notable in any way.). Great little RTS in
the same mode as Mushroom Wars, Galcon etc. And a superb follow-up to Control Craft 2.

There's been quite a few negative reviews - so I'm writing this one on the basis of the latest patch. A new dev has taken
ownership, and has been very active:

- 24 new maps (from CC2 - but they play very different in this game, so even if you breeze through CC2, you'll find this a much
harder task to complete)
- new equipment (when I can upgrade, I suspect it will make the 24 new maps a bit easier going)
- All achievement bugs fixed
- All upgrade bugs fixed

So the game is now pretty much bug free.
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Essentially each map is built as a number of resource generators. Whoever controls the generator gets the units it creates. You
send those units out to capture other generators. The AI is decent - there's a challenge here and you'll have to use the powerups
wisely on some levels to give yourself an edge (especially early on to deny the computer rapid resource capture as you tend to
start levels with less resource than the computer).

Clearing maps earns you upgrade points you can use for permanent enhancements, and also cash to buy one-time-use powerups
(lightning strike to attack enemy units, bombs to attack enemy towers etc).

So there's a lot of replayability - practically all my 18 hours at the time of this review was on the pre-patch version. With a
double-up on the number of levels, plus new upgrades (e.g. enhanced troop armour), there's probably 30 hours of game-time for
less than a pint of Guinness.

Highly recommended !
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I love hidden object games, and have played enough of them to know what a good one is like. While this game has some
potential, there is a lot of room for improvement.

Pros: Story line is pretty decent.

Cons: Each time you explore an area, you use energy, and a large amount of it. You either have to wait several hours for it to
replenish or spend money to buy more. The amount of time you are given to explore an area is only 1 minute. This is not enough
time to find hidden objects, especially if the graphics aren't that great. If you are zoomed out of a picture, they graphics are
nice, but when you zoom in to locate a hard to find object, the graphics become pixelated and somewhat distorted. Also, when
you find a chest, you only have a very limited amount of time to solve a puzzle to open it.

Overall: Game play time is limited and you almost feel rushed to complete puzzles and hidden object areas.. Around twenty
years ago there's three leaders among fantasy TBS: Heroes of Might and Magic, Age of Wonders and Disciples. All of these are
beautiful gem of game design. No, really, everything in this old game is perfect. Balance is good, music is charming and
atmospheric, the story is simple but catchy and the art is really cool. Also it's worth to mention AI. Despite second part, here you
really have to fight, even on the easy level.

Speaking in few words: You HAVE TO PLAY it!!. Bought as Founder Pack with the intention that it was to be removed when
the game went free to play.

Now it's free-to-play and has been rebranded Premium Pack I.

\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you, Blackspot.. Took me almost 4 hours to finish for this game on normal mode. Graphics and
ship controls are good. It was enjoyable.. Brings back fond memories of Joust on NES. Loving the character design and sprites.
Sweet music and art. The announcer and game in general crack me up.

To navigate the title screen and menus with a keyboard, use WASD (or arrow pad) with LSHIFT to confirm and ESC to go
back.. Great game if you miss the old days of 3rd person shooters, the end 2000 era (Gears of War, Uncharted, all the xbox 360
shooters), It's a great solo game with great level design, good gameplay, really nice unreal engine 4 graphics, smooth running and
greatly optimised.

I would recommend to all the 3rd person shooter lovers )))

To me would really need achievements soon. Because its really polished and a nice polished solo game needs achievements.. 50
cents for a snake game is a bargain, as this snake game has been spiced up considerably. Some would even say it's a solid snake
game
Great graphics, fun ways to upgrade both your current hero and the bonuses you find along the way and the quick gameplay makes
this a fun time waster.. Pros:
Painting \/ Sandblasting
Multiplayer up to 4 players

Cons:
Optimisation
Feels like early access
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